The SCORE Charter
To enjoy the company and friendship of fellow Cappuccino owners, sharing the fun
which comes naturally with ownership
•To be a central forum for the interests of all Cappuccino owners
•To develop a common team spirit and camaraderie for fellow members
•To provide a regular journal for the membership, covering all aspects of
Cappuccino ownership
•To provide regular reports to the motoring press
•To offer technical advice and support where possible
•To organise and co-ordinate regular meetings, rallies and events
•To support and be represented at relevant auto events
•To reflect the needs and aspirations of the membership through Regional
Representatives reporting to the Central Steering Group
•To manage and control the membership subscription fund in an honest and
responsible manner
•To capitalise on key commercial business opportunities to benefit the funds of
SCORE
•To develop and maintain a professional image for SCORE, to in turn complement
the Suzuki marque

The Latest SCORE magazine

The Latest SCORE Magazine
Issue 5
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Run by its members for its members, The SCORE Steering Group is keen that the
magazine reflects everything that members want from it. We do need ongoing
articles for the magazine in order that each issue can be issued, economically, with
lots of interesting news, views, useful tips and of course updates on SCORE
activities, which have happened and are scheduled over the forthcoming months.
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SCORE Message
Has Cappuccino ownership been dull lately? With the differentiating
weather between Mediterranean heaven and near rainforest
downpours, many owners have been testing the abilities of the sexy
roof combinations that really makes a Cappuccino so much fun.
With stereo up to 11, sun blazing and the air-con blasting (for those
that still have it working!?!) even the odd traffic jam can't dampen the
spirit as you adjust your sunglasses so they're 'just' right. Hey, when
the traffic gets going you cruise up to 50 or 60mph. What's the point
in going any faster? If you do that someone might miss all that posing!
Where the car really does come together though has to be in those
country lanes, where the car's light weight, frisky revving engine and
go-kart handling come together with a whistling wailing 3 cylinder
thrum. For those with louder exhausts the added benefit of your own
extra soundtrack on top of that triple means your suddenly searching
for the acoustics of a tunnel to raise the eyebrows and smiles of
passengers and pedestrians alike.
Sound like fun? Well I think it's something that every Cappuccino
owners owes to him/herself and their Cappuccino. So pack a few
items, not too much though, and get off into the wild yonder. Check
the map out for the wiggliest road you can find and treat yourself to a
weekend of fun and froth.
Got a route or road that makes Capp ownership even more fun?
Why not tell me about it, you might even have a few friendly SCORE
members to wave to, next time you're out for a blast!
Dave Benson –Editor
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New Members Gallery

New Members Gallery...cont

Zoe Rich
Marc and Anne Jamotte

Ronald Schneider

Terri O'Donoghue

Vincent Baldacchino(Malta) - Daughter Corrina with friend Sahra

Diane Saisland
Julian Withey's Cappuccino
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Rebecca Wise

Michael Johnson

Vivienne Milne

New Members Gallery...cont

New Members Gallery...cont

Graham Farley

Phil Perks

Judith Hammond

Vicki Pugh

Margaret Bottwood

Edward Vost

Trevor and Annie Woddington

Tracey Hickmans's car with Stewart Genery

+

Damien Kearns
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Sven Koch(Germany)

Jeff Sorrill

Yorihiko Venishi (Japan)

SCORE Membership Report

SCORE Membership Report...cont

By Alex Clouter
A quick look at the membership numbers formatted by Country.

As at 30 April our membership totalled 297, around 16% higher than the same time
last year.

SCORE membership by country

We had an intake of 130 subscription renewals from a mass mailing done in late
January, which certainly kept me busy with the stuffing of envelopes, stamp sticking
and posting.

30/06/01
Australia

9

Belgium

7

Bermuda

1

France

1

Germany

16

Holland

2

India

1

Ireland

2

Japan

2

Malta

2

TOTAL OVERSEAS
England

43

16%

Being the new year and all that, we invested in a new design membership card and a
special silver ink pin for me to write the member's name, number and period of
membership. Joint members receive two cards with the partner having the suffix "J"
added to the membership number.

212

Guernsey

1

Jersey

2

Scotland

8

Wales

8

TOTAL UK

231

GRAND TOTAL

274
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Also we had 68 enquiries from Cappuccino owners wanting to join SCORE and of
this, 29 have signed up as fully-fledged members: a 43% hit rate! Nearly all
enquiries are from the web site directly, as we now have on line application forms
for UK and overseas enquirers. We are now seriously considering having credit card
payment to help facilitate things for everyone, both online and offline. Watch this
space.

Ex SCORE member Rob Galley - sold his Cappuccino for a Nissan Skyline - kindly
offered his services in assisting me with the re-design of the SCORE database to
allow for future subscription years and improve the reporting output. We are also
respecting all the requirements for the new Data Protection Act that came into effect
late last year.
84%

The Latest SCORE Pack
Since issue 9 new members have joined SCORE from around the world: from Japan,
Bermuda, Germany, Malta, and closer to home
As is our tradition in the magazine it's hello to the following new guys and girls who
have joined our ever increasing family:

SCORE Membership Report...cont
Judith Morgan
David Burnett
Judith Hammond
Caroline Marris
Vivienne Milne
Ralf Simon (Germany)
Peter Kutnick
Jane Reeves
Phil Perks
Margaret Bottwood
Michael Johnson
Victoria Pugh (Wales)
Andrew Millward
Yorihiko Uenishi (Japan)
Graham Farley
Celia Greaves
Jean McDonald-Sandever
Tracy Hickman
Scott McKie (Scotland)
Rebecca Wise
Aurelio Azzini
Christiane Noeske-Jungblut
(Germany)
Wendy Caldicott
Sven Koch (Germany)
Christine Ngo
Ted Watts
Jeff Sorrill
Jennifer Williams
Rachel Smith
Damien Kearns (Ireland)
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WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR EXPLOITS!
Kerry Hills
Paul Ashton
Ursula Sawyers
Vincent Badacchino (Malta)
Andrew Vost
Paul Shabbir (Scotland)
Robert Rush
Garry Kemp
Trevor Woodington
Tony Jennings
Chris Bartlett
Marc Jamotte (Belgium)
George Boeshenz (Germany)
Stephen Morley
Maynard Soares (Bermuda)
Zoe Rich
Ashley Hodges
Paul Sanders
Julian Withey
Ray Croft
Paul Jephcote
Steve Speight
Jean Thornhill
Terri O'Donoghue (Jersey)
Connie de Groot-Jasperse
(Netherlands)
Brian Geraghty
Tracey Cawthan
Diane Swaisland
Donald Spence

New to the register? Share your Cappuccino exploits with the rest of us, if you dare!
Seriously though, to all you budding newcomers: we do need your story in how you
decided to buy your Cappuccino or maybe an amusing story taking your Cappuccino
our for the first time. Perhaps you have some interesting tips for the rest of us…
Whatever the low-down, please write to us so that we can incorporate them into the
magazine. There's a free prize for every article printed in the magazine.
We also want interesting photographs with you and your car, to accompany your
story. Some of you have already send photos with your application form to Alex
who has passed them onto me; others have "promised" to send them later but
somewhere down the line, have forgotten.
Please send me your Cappuccino photographs, putting your name and address on the
reverse side if you want us to return them - it's not a problem. I do need actual
colour photographs, not negatives or transparencies. Alternatively, you can email the
images to me as a jpg file or send me a CD, whatever is easier for you.
Thank you in advance,

Dave Benson,
SCORE Editor,
4 Hawthorne Road,
Corringham
SS17 7TE

davidnbenson@yahoo.com

SCORE Events Diary

SCORE Events Diary...cont

By Alex Clouter
The last half of last year saw me recovering from a broken leg and totally unable to
drive my Cappuccino. Then in March this year I had the pins and plate removed and
- at last - I could say goodbye to the crutches and hello to some badly needed topless
driving in my silver Cappuccino. This has not stopped me in building up a list of
national SCORE events for this year.
With 2001 being the fifth anniversary year of SCORE we have an impressive events
schedule for all members to participate in. There are some activities, which have
organised specifically for SCORE members and there are others being hosted by
"third parties" which SCORE has the opportunity of attending if sufficient numbers
book.
Some of these events will have happened, but it gives you the chance to actually see,
and hopefully experience, what the social side of SCORE is all about.
A recent mailing to all SCORE members included more details about each event
with the appropriate official booking forms to complete and return with payment.
Please contact Alex Clouter (+44 (0) 1342 823 951 or email alex@score.org.uk) if
you need another booking form.
Please respect the deadlines for booking, as advance notice is needed in order to
effectively plan all these events. There may be the odd chance of a last minute
cancellation so telephone the organiser.
Prices are quoted per person (pp) and are correct at time of going to print
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21-23 April Dutch Tulip Tour
Organiser: Marcel Spoelstra (+31 (0) 20 482 2601
The option of going on a week-end or a Sunday only trip discovering the Dutch
coast and country

12-13 May Brighton - London Fun Run
Organiser: Alex Clouter (+44 (0) 1342 823 951)
Sunday 13 May is the main event for this annual run, starting just outside of
Brighton and finishing in the environs of London. For people wanting to make a
weekend, we plan to have a Saturday night out. This is the 5th annual run and two
other things have been planned on the Sunday. Every SCORE member will receive a
commemorative sticker.

24-27 May Spessart Regional Tour
Organiser: Daniella Fischer (+49 (0) 73 93 49 77)
After the success of last year's event at Bodensee, by popular request Daniella is
organising the 2001 event this time in central Germany in the Spessart region (near
Frankfurt am Main). Participants will be staying in an old castle, to be used as a base
for a number of interesting tours and be treated to the local flavours of good food,
drink and typical hospitality.
Cost: please contact Daniella directly

SCORE Events Diary...cont

SCORE Events Diary...cont

9-10 June SCORE National Rally, Yorkshire
Organisers: Alex Clouter, Stewart Falshaw, Katy Lawrence
2001 is the turn of the Northern region once again to host this annual event and
where better than a unique venue in North Yorkshire: The Forbidden Corner, a huge
garden full of grottoes, mazes, tunnels and woodland walks. A souvenir windscreen
sticker will be handed out.

2 September Trax 2001
Organiser: A&S Publishing; Contact: Alex Clouter
SCORE have made a significant saving by buying a limited number of entry tickets
to attend Trax 2001, to be held at Silverstone Grand Prix Circuit.
Cost: £5 per car, including entry to the complex and a space on the SCORE stand.
At additional cost, members can book track time and sprint test sessions; full details
available when purchasing advance ticket directly from SCORE.
Deadline: 5 August

23-24 June Japanese Auto & Performance Show
Organiser: Greenwoods Exhibitions; Contact: Alex Clouter
This is a new event, being held at Stanford Hall, near Lutterworth.
All major Japanese owner clubs will be attending alongside after market suppliers
and independent motor traders.

28-29 July Japanese Auto Extravaganza
Organisers: Datsun Z Club and SC100 Club; Contact: Alex Clouter
Under new management, as this used to be run by the Toyota Enthusiasts Club, the
JAE was the biggest gathering of all Japanese owners clubs in Europe. Club stands
are organised around a central arena, in which every club is invited to enter and
publicise themselves and their cars. There are also car display awards and other
competitions.
The JAE takes place once again at Billing Aquadrome, near Northampton.
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8-11 September Cappo 2001 Black Forest Drive
Organiser: Roland Beck (+49 (0) 78 22 214)
Back by popular demand, organised this year by our SCORE German team, we are
planning this very successful annual event for the fourth time. It gives SCORE
members across Europe - in Germany, Holland, Belgium, France and the UK - to get
together and enjoy a long relaxing weekend of continental driving with every night
different in sampling the local food and drink.
We plan to form an ever increasing convoy as we drive down to the Black Forest,
South Germany (8th) The next two days will be touring around, closing with a gala
dinner on the last night.
Cost: around 112 DM per person, per night
Deadline: 20 June

SCORE Events Diary...cont

SCORE Events - Important Notes

13 October Goodwood Track Day
Organiser: Mark Rayner (+ 44 (0) 1925 728 396)
The Datsun Z Club have invited SCORE to come along to their 25th Anniversary
Track Day event at Goodwood.
The event is free to attend to watch but if you want to go on the track you can prebook tickets. If you book before 1 September a "taster pass" (5 laps) costs £15 and
an "unlimited pass" (unlimited 5 lap sessions) costs £50. After this date, costs
increase to £20 and £60 respectively.
There may be some places left on the day but this cannot be guaranteed: pre-booking
is advised. Also you need to bring along a crash helmet: very important to wear for
you and your passenger when on the track
Send your postal booking with a cheque payable to "The Z Club" and a stamped
addressed envelope to Mark Rayner, 47 Friars Avenue, Great Sankey, Warrington,
WA5 2AR. Alternatively you can pay by credit card by calling Alan Maltby on
01954 211 359.
Deadline to pre-book: 1 September

Please note that we always try to keep prices down to the minimum, aiming to cover
our costs in the administration/ organisation of events and the production of any
commemorative items given out.

13-14 October SCORE AGM/ 5th Birthday Party
Organiser: Alex Clouter (+ 44 (0) 1342 823 951)
A very unique birthday party on Saturday night followed by a late Sunday morning
(for obvious reasons!) annual general meeting to review SCORE operations over the
last 12 months and to plan the club's strategy, organisation and activities over the
next 12 months.
Both the party and the AGM will be held in Birmingham (likely to be a very popular
Greek restaurant for the party; AGM venue TBA) as a good central point for all
SCORE members to attend from around the UK. We want to encourage as many
SCORE members as possible not just to enjoy themselves at our party, but also to
come along to the AGM and have a say in the running and the future of SCORE.
1.Sat night
- £5 deposit pp for evening meal, remainder on the night
2.Sun
- £2.50 pp for buffet lunch
Further information will be sent on hotel accommodation at a later date.
Deadline: 21 September
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All the above events are intended for national participation and do not intend to
replace any more locally organised events through the team of SCORE regional
reps.
Please contact any SCORE regional rep to find out what is going on either closer to
home or in an area of the country you may be touring.
CONFIRMED REGIONAL EVENTS

Don Littlemore (Region 4) - 01708 749 152
15 July: Hatfield House Living Crafts Show - £7 pp entry fee
20 October: Southend Illuminations and Firework Spectacular
Alex Barnett (Region 8) - 01530 223 360
5 August: A Forest Drive
9 September: Sunday Drivers
20/21 October: Curried Cappo's
25 November: Lost in space

SCORE Events - Important Notes
Datsun Z Club 25th Anniversary Track Day: 13 October 2001
Track Day Terms and Conditions
For further information about this event at Goodwood on Saturday, 13 October
please look at the SCORE Events Diary.
The organiser of the Track Day has requested that we print this information for all
people interested in attending.
1.Hours of use: 09.00 - 12.30 and 13.30 - 17.00
2.No more than 5 vehicles on the circuit at any one time
3.No official timing allowed
4.Static noise test: max. 105 dec. at ¾ revs
5.Drive by test: max.101 dec. at 10m from track-side
6.This meeting will be held under MSA regulations
7.It is mandatory to wear seat belts when fitted to the vehicle
8.Safety helmets are compulsory
9.Children must be kept under strict control
10.Animals are not permitted on site
11.Anyone who wants to drive must produce their driving licence/ competition
licence on the day
12.Camping is not permitted at the track
13.Entrants must follow instructions of the organiser, staff and marshals. The
Organiser's decisions are final.
14.Entrance fees are for drivers not cars, thus 2 drivers 2 fees
15.All drivers must be a member of an invited Japanese car club and show proof of
membership on the day
16.The Z Club and the staff and marshals at Goodwood accept no responsibility for
any loss, damage or injury however caused
17.Japanese cars only on the track
18.Refunds will be made if track day is cancelled
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Welcome to the new German SCORE Rep
It was with the gentle persuasion of Daniela Fischer during her organised meeting in
the Spessart Region that Ronald Schneider soon became the new SCORE
Representative. A change in job and re-location forced Daniela to step down as the
very first SCORE rep.
" I am really sorry to have to do this," she explained in her email to Alex Clouter,
"but rest assured that I will be keeping my car and will continue to come to as many
events as possible. I enjoyed my very first Brighton - London trip a few years ago
with my brother, even though we got lost in London!"
Ronald comes from Cologne, is a computer specialist and owns a red Cappuccino." I
really enjoy meeting people," says Ronald, " and it was simply great to see so many
others in Spessart. I have not owned my Cappuccino for too long and felt quite alone
enjoying it. Now I have met with people who share the same love as me and to be
quite honest, it's a good feeling to be amongst these guys driving together. Having
now read The Latest SCORE magazine, I want to join in with a lot more of the
events and indeed organise a few myself!"
Here are a few photos of Ronald with his Cappuccino as well as a few close ups of
his new tonneau cover which h he acquired at the same time as his car purchase.

SCORE National Rally Update

SCORE 5th Birthday Party and AGM - 13/14 October 2001

The 2001 National Rally, as mentioned in other mailings, will take place in
Coverdale, North Yorkshire.

We are currently looking at 2 options for the venue of our special 5th Birthday Party
in the evening of 13 October. It will be in the West Midlands area, giving a more
central point for all SCORE members in the UK (and overseas for that matter) to get
together.

The main event happens on Sunday, 10 June 2001 where the venue will be The
Forbidden Corner, an unusual and yet enchanting 4-acre garden, set in the grounds
of Tupgill Park Estate in Coverham, near Leyburn.
For people wanting to make the most of the weekend we are also organising a
Saturday night out. This will be at a restaurant near Darlington and we hope to have
either a minibus or some taxis (which we can share the costs of) to shuttle us to and
from our B&B's in order that we can enjoy ourselves more!
B&B has already been arranged, with deposits paid, for those people who expressed
the interest. We have tried to source B&B venues as close as possible in Leyburn. It
is the responsibility of these people staying overnight, via SCORE, to pay any
outstanding money on checking out.
Unlike previous national rallies, there will not be an AGM at this event. The accent
on the 2001 National Rally is on greater enjoyment and fun, doing things differently.
There will be lots of opportunities of meeting and talking
with lots of other SCORE members from around the country; also you will have the
time to "do your own thing". In fact there are some SCORE members who are
actually staying for longer in North Yorkshire, so that the rally is really the start of a
week long holiday!
For those SCORE members who have not yet booked to go to the National
Rally, you have until 30 May to complete and return the booking form and
deposit payment.
If a new booking form is required either call 01342 823 951 or email
events@score.org.uk

All we promise is a night to remember in every way with entertainment of different
sorts and plenty to eat, drink, converse and dance to.
The AGM on Sunday will start late morning, allowing for a reasonable lie-in for
most people. This is the "formal" side of the club, allowing the Steering Group to
report on activities over the year. The AGM also gives members the opportunity to
feedback/ question on any aspect of SCORE and, more importantly, have their say
in the future running of the club for the next few years.
All members will be mailed out more details about the 5th Birthday Party/ AGM
weekend by late August.
Talking on behalf of the Steering Group, we want to encourage as many members as
possible to come along and enjoy this very unique gathering in October, five years
on from the very first Cappuccino get-together which saw 34 sports cars in
Abergavenny. We have a party to celebrate our 5th birthday and we have a special
AGM to discuss our future.
We would like to see you but we do understand if other work/ family commitments
dictate that you are unable to attend. In our special mailing there will also be a
feedback form, allowing you to express your views in written format, which can
then be either posted or emailed back to us. We will ensure that such input will also
be used constructively during the AGM within the relevant section.
SCORE is run voluntarily for its members, by its members. Please play your part,
however big or small, to ensure that we maintain the best interests of as many as
possible. We are not going to please everybody all the time, but we certainly want to
please most members most of the time!
LOOK OUT FOR THE SPECIAL SCORE 5TH BIRTHDAY INVITATION!

How I acquired my new babe
By Terri O' Donoghue, Jersey
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The first time I ever saw a Cappuccino was the summer of ’99. A friend called me
up one day & said “you must come round to my place sometime, there are two really
cute little cars that park outside my house, you’ve got to see them”. A few days later
I went to visit her & in the car park near her house were 2 cheeky little red
Cappuccinos parked next to each other – they were a picture. That was it, my
mission had started, I wanted a Cappuccino.
I ventured round to our local Suzuki Garage & got the low down on them “Only
1000 in the UK & 10 over here (Jersey), the ideal single woman’s car for Jersey!!”
After hearing those facts I realised I had an impossible task on my hands, why
would any of the 10 people over here want to sell their cute little Cappy???
To my surprise, one came up for private sale within several weeks but it was just far
too much out of my price range. I’d only finished university 2 years previously &
being a self-employed piano teacher, the money wasn’t exactly rolling in (yet)! The
girl selling it just wouldn’t budge her price down so I walked away with my tail
between my legs. 
I set everyone I knew on a mission to find me a reasonably priced Cappy before my
poor old mark 1 Fiesta passed away. Two years passed by & my trusty Fiesta was on
its last legs. A friend was hassling me to buy my car & I was starting to make the
decision of what car to purchase, while trying to put my dream car out of the
equation. A choice of car was made & I had plans to go to London to look at the car
I was going to purchase (they were not then available here). To my shock, my
boyfriend came round a few days before I was due to leave for London with news of
a Cappuccino for sale, he’d seen at a garage near my house. My heart raced with
excitement & I went to the garage the next day & booked a test drive. The sales man
said that although it had had loads of interest, no one had bothered booking a test
drive due to the weather (rain)!!!
I got in & it felt SOO low down. The bonnet was at my eye level, the rev counter
was the largest dial I could see & the indicators were on the wrong side!!! I drove it
straight round to my Dad’s house, who put it through its paces with me in the
passenger seat – wow what a cool little car!
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How I acquired my new babe...cont
After an hour’s test drive the Cappy was returned to the garage with a huge smile
beaming across my face. I was more determined now than ever to have this car. I
visited the SCORE website, got all the necessary low down & booked a visit to the
bank!
All the hard work was certainly worth it, just 2 days after the test drive I collected
the Cappuccino from the Garage & it felt great. I was now the official owner of a
cute little red Cappuccino ……. with ‘pink’ wing mirrors!
I frequently drive past the garage I bought my baby from, the sales man & the
garage owner always smile & wave when they see me. The only major problem I
have to date is trying to find a suitable name for him (the car, not the garage owner
or the sales man!) and fitting my 12 CD changer somewhere!!?!
(Editor: Welcome to our second Channel Island SCORE member!
We already have another proud Cappuccino owner living in Guernsey. Terri has
informed us that she is aware of 10 other Cappuccino's in Jersey so Alex send her a
pack of froth cards - one has been returned and an enquiry pack swiftly despatched.
We also have three SCORE members in Malta and one in Bermuda, so lots of
islanders in the club!)

A New SCORE Regional Rep for the Netherlands
We are pleased to announce that Marcel Spoelstra has become the SCORE Regional
Rep for the Netherlands.
Marcel has been a SCORE member for a few years and very, very keen to
participate in as many events as possible. He has been a regular face at our annual
Brighton - London Fun Run for the past three years and the National Rally.
In 2001 Marcel organised the very first Dutch Tulip Tour for SCORE and has a
good turnout of SCORE members from the UK, Belgium and of course Holland.
More about this from Marcel's report.
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Cappuccino Reborn

Cappuccino Reborn ...cont

By Cathy Renshaw
My story starts in 1997 when I bought my Cappuccino. I fell in love with it and I had
to have it, so I did!
I paid over the odds for this wonderful little motor but I didn't care.
After buying the Cappo I went to my brother’s garage to show it off. We put it on
the ramp and peered under it, to our horror there was no wax oil. With no time like
the present it was then wax oiled, there and then.
Any way to get to the point I did lots of runs met lots of other Cappuccino owners
and spent my time thoroughly enjoying the car.
September 2nd 2000, Cappo 660 - Belgium. Of all the places, I crashed it. Thinking I
was back in the UK I got confused on the corner and before I could put myself back
onto the correct side of the road I had a meeting with a people carrier.

When it eventually came back to Britain every one said, “it will be a write off” even
the garage owner thought it would be written off, but it was not to be.
So from then the wait starts.
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Now I was lucky. I used to work in the car repair business as a paint sprayer/panel
beater, so the car was sent to the garage of my choice, the one where I used to work.
I am lucky to say they gave me access to visit my car and see the stages of its repair,
of which I am most grateful.
The parts required were as listed:
Drivers side: Wing, inner wing, door, outer sill, rear wing, bulkhead (A post), head
light, rear bumper, wish bone, bushes, front suspension strut, tyre, roof hoop, plastic
mud guard (goes under the front wing), all the front wing trim and various other bits.
Some of these parts took weeks to turn up and this is the main reason why the repair
process took so long.
Now in repairing this they had to first
remove the interior trim, door,
bumpers, wheels, all the roof and the
engine, it is then bolted to the jig
(apparatus used in the car industry to
straighten twisted or bent cars) using
the bottom of the sill as a fixing point.
It is then pulled (you have to bear in
mind that the garage could not get the
spec measurements for the jig) so they
measured the good side and fed all the
measurements into the computerised
jig. Now this jig can pull a part straight
to the nearest millimetre.
The car now pulled straight was now
removed of all the damaged parts
starting with the outer wing then the
inner wing, the old inner wing was then
chopped off and the metal work where
it was to be fitted was ground free of all
excess metals. The inner wing was then
bolted to the front valance while the bonnet was still on, to ensure that it was in the
correct position, and it was then mig welded in place.

Cappuccino Reborn ...cont

Cappuccino Reborn ...cont

Next the bulkhead (A post) was chopped off, in doing this Kerry, the welder, noticed
that part of the metal work internally was damaged, they had no new part so he
made the drainage channel part himself. I was IMPRESSED.
Now the bulkhead was fitted. This had to be spot-on as the door hangs on this panel.
This too, was mig welded and spot welded in place.

Now they were rebuilding it I thought I might take advantage, so I got them to fit a
boot opener, it made sense as the car was stripped down so it should not be too much
hassle for them.

The rear quarter was now chopped off, metal work ground, cleaned of excess metals.
The boot edging was panel beaten back in to shape, now Kerry spotted some
corrosion on the inner wing, (even though the car had been wax oiled, as you can
see bits were missed) he plated the rusty inner wing.
The door was then hung. The door and the boot have to be on to fit the rear quarter
so that it fits just right, this then was braised and mig welded on.
Now the sill was fitted. The way it goes on is over the rear quarter and under the
front wing. To make sure it is on right, the door is closed and front wing is fitted, it
is then welded in place. (I had pumped so much wax oil in the inner sill that it was
catching fire when they were welding it on!)
December 21st 2000.All the welding is completed now and the car is ready for the
paint shop. I wish I was there with my camera when they took it over to the paint
shop, They CARRIED IT OVER! Now that would have been a sight!
I then spoke with the Manager (Russell) and showed him all the dents and rust spots,
as it happened the passenger side rear quarter was starting to rust, in the same place
as the drivers side, this was cleaned of rust sealed and prepared for spraying.
So now they are preparing the whole car for a respray, all of the trim on the
passenger side is remover, every thing, mirrors, door handles all the interior and
exterior trim .The mirrors and the door handles were prepared for respraying as well.
January 8th 2001 I called in to see how they were doing, WOW the Cappuccino is
looking like a car again. They have painted it. The engine is in; the bonnet is on it's
looking GOOD!
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January 16th 2001 now before they
resprayed the wheels all four wheels
were connected to a computer then
checked for alignment, this will tell
to the nearest millimetre whether the
wheels are lined up correctly (it uses
lasers to measure the distance).
The car has now been fully fitted; so
all that needs doing now is the
brakes need bleeding, the wheels
fitting and the roof panels resprayed.
I asked then to grind all of the surface rust off the under side of the car and blast it
with wax oil,. All the passenger side was done again making sure all the vulnerable
areas were sealed and soaked in wax oil (rear quarter inside the inner wing and
under the rear wing by the sill).
January 23rd the garage got a MOT done on my car (it ran out in September) they
told me it flew through.
January 24rd All they are waiting for
is the new roof hoop. This has to be
resprayed with the roof panels as this
way they will all colour match. The
roof hoop is to be wax oiled as well
as it is steel and prone to rusting. I
took all the wheels to be sand blasted
and resprayed silver (I asked them to
fix stick-on weights when the wheels
are balanced this way they don’t
damage the paint).

Cappuccino Reborn ...cont

Part 1 - A Journey Into The Unknown
By Alan & Julia Hanson

January 30th I taxed my Cappuccino.
January 31st My car is stood alone in the garage, the garage is moving lock stock to a
new premises every thing else is gone.
It has no wheels so it’s stuck there for the moment.
February 1st .I thought I would prepare my garage for my cars home coming.
I have a concrete garage and a concrete floor, now I decided to protect my car from
this (concrete sweats and can cause premature rusting).
I went in my attic and got all my old carpet and all my old cardboard boxes and laid
them on the garage floor where my car will be parked when I’m not using it.
My steel roof hoop turned up today, pre-painted and ready to fit, it cost £600 (is it
gold plated?) Nice to see the insurance company coughing up the cash though!
The garage at this point were desperate to get my car to me as it was starting to be
part of the furniture, one guy said if it stays much longer they will be drinking their
coffee off of it!
February 3rd .I got a phone call at 9am,my car was ready. I rushed round to the
garage paid my insurance’s excess (£150) and I was off!
The total time it took
from crash to repair was 4
months and 1 day.
All I can do now is thank
the all the guys at Central
Garage Rugby for the
painstaking work they did
on my car.
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“I’m fed up with the Escort,” Julia declared. “I hardly ever get to drive it & you’re
always using it to cart things around & taking stuff to the tip.” Little did I know that
those words were the prelude to the most bizarre events to follow, just a few weeks
later.
It was true. I’d bought Julia the (very tidy but ‘middle aged’) Ford a little over a year
earlier, as her own car, but as it proved to be such a useful workhorse during my
days off ( I work on an oil rig ) I found myself using it for everything, rather than
use my own car. The BM’s a nice car, but not one for B & Q visits & taking garden /
household rubbish to the tip in. “Well, I mean it’s just not, er, practical Julia, is it, so
I’ve got to use the Escort…..” “Yeah right,” came the resigned response.
As I near the end of my time at home, life always gets quite frantic, trying to get
everything sorted before I go away again, so when we drove past our local Suzuki
Dealership in Lincoln & Julia said “Oh, what’s that ?” I had my mind on other
things. Catching a fleeting glimpse of something very small & very red I passed it
off with “Absolutely no idea mate, sorry.” I thought no more about it until we
arrived home, but Julia was still thinking about the little red car. “It was a sports car.
I quite fancy a sports car,” she hinted.
I’ve done quite a number of track days in the BM, but in March this year at Brands
Hatch I’d cadged a ride in a ‘medium strength’ Caterham. What a total blast !! So
different from driving, an albeit very quick, but totally different beast like the BMW.
After that experience I didn’t need much persuading when Julia mentioned that a
convertible of some sort might replace the Ford.
“Wonder what it was ?” came the question, as we prepared for yet another last
minute mission, this time to visit Granny. “Why don’t you phone the garage & ask,”
I foolishly suggested. “Right, OK.” She reappeared minutes later. “It’s a Suzuki
Cappuccino.” “It’s a what ?” “It’s 657cc, turbocharged, intercooled,” continued
Julia. Despite the tiny engine capacity I figured that the other bits probably gave it
enough power to overcome a modest head wind, so I let her carry on. “I’ll have a
look on the ’net to see if there’s any more info on it.” “OK love, I’ll just phone &
tell Granny we’ll be a minute or two late…….”

A Journey Into The Unknown...cont

A Journey Into The Unknown...cont

Once the SCORE website had been discovered it quickly become apparent that there
was a lot more to this little car than at first sight, & reading Dave Benson’s tuning
exploits really gave us some laughs, whilst underlining that the Cappo was not a
motor to be laughed at. Not by a long way, for at this point we discovered that the
Cappuccino was in insurance group 13. What was also very apparent was how
passionate the owners were about their cars, which was so infectious that I suspect
we were doomed from that day on. I can’t even remember whether we got to see
Granny.

the only way to get a better picture is for you to go & see that one in Lincoln.” “But
I don’t know anything about them,” she protested. “Look mate, if you want one of
these things then you’re going to have to at least drive it first.” “Would help I
suppose,” she conceded. I just hope the damn thing is still there, I thought to myself.

I Used To Think We Were Rational……..
It was time to return to work, but by that time it was clear that we had embarked
upon something very different from that which we were used to. Usually I throw the
paint, Julia straightens it all out & normally a clear & logical picture emerges, but
this time the ‘Cappo Factor’ was in the pot.
I’d gleaned as much as I could from various places, especially the SCORE website,
but was still far from convinced that a Cappuccino was the best choice. Sure, it had
the removable panel type roof – a definite bonus – but there were down sides as
well. Rear brake discs seemed to last as far as Tesco’s, but of course you couldn’t go
to Tesco’s in a Capp could you ? Unless you only wanted some toothpaste, that is.
“It’s got to have something going for it, these people are verging on the fanatical,” I
muttered, staring yet again at the messages page on the website. I also knew that I’d
never seen one close up, let alone sat in or driven one.

Next, I composed what I referred to as my ‘Cappuccino Buyers Guide,’ putting
together all the conventional wisdom on used car buying, plus the extra info specific
to the Capp, plus step by step instructions, starting with a telephoned Q & A section,
just to establish some basic info. How did they come to have the car, history,
mileage, warranty, etc. Off it went via e-mail to Julia & I sat back to await results.
They weren’t long in coming. As soon as I mentioned HPI, the sales guy said, ‘Oh,
didn’t the first salesman tell you, it’s a write off.’
We’d been fairly suspicious of the price, (NOT the sales people, I hasten to add, as
we’d heard good reports about that Dealership) once we’d done an hour on the
SCORE website, but Julia didn’t want even to drive it in case it was ‘an instant love
affair,’ which was fair enough. So that was the end of that.
Disappointed but undeterred I resolved to find a really good example. Maybe I can
find one via the ‘net, but what happens then, I thought to myself. I’m over three
thousand miles away. I can’t get to see it, drive it, or check out it’s whizzy bits. The
best I could hope for was to find a couple of nice Cappos for sale then hope like hell
they hadn’t been sold by the time I got home next. I honestly believed that I was still
thinking rationally at this point.
Julia Will Be Really Pleased………

That last part made what followed even more bizarre.
Once back at work I drew up a Cappuccino v MX5 file & proceeded to compile as
many facts, figures & opinions as I could, on which to base a rational decision. It
was only the older ‘pop-up’ lights MX5 that came within the criteria we had in mind
& the budget my wallet could cope with without getting ‘it has come to our
attention’ letters from the bank. I was also very familiar with the Mazda, but not so
the Capp.
Every spare moment was spent gathering facts & figures, good sides & down sides
to both cars. Julia did her bit, sending for various road test reports from magazines.
“You still got your heart set on a sports car ?” “Yep,” came the reply. “Right then,
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Days passed, constantly checking as many sources as I could to find a Capp that
seemed ‘right’. Low miles preferably, but bearing in mind a well maintained high
miler is often a better bet than a seldom used concourse looking one, plus history,
unmodded, hopefully waxoyled, etc. A lot hinged on the way in which the car was
advertised as well, as I was looking for the passion that seemed to surround these
little cars. Well, you can sometimes get too rational, can’t you ?! The MX5 option
had by this time slipped into the ‘not required’ file, really without much of a
struggle.

A Journey Into The Unknown...cont
There ! ….Red for sale, baby forces very reluctant sale, good home wanted, etc.
(names & details withheld here, just to be diplomatic) It had everything going for it,
plus E-mail, mobile & home phone details were there, so that was it. I e-mailed to
say that I was very interested in the car & if it remained unsold when I got home
(after about three weeks) could I drive up to see her / him – it’s a long story ! An
almost instant reply came saying that the car had only just been put on the SCORE
website (I could have told him that!) & nowhere else, so it should still be there when
I got home, look forward to seeing you, will not sell to a non enthusiast, etc. Sorted,
I thought. Julia will be really pleased. Better not tell her at this point though. Better
wait until I’m due to travel home & I’ve made an appointment to see the present
‘keepers’. Now most people will have experienced doubts, which creep in after a
decision has been made, which is sometimes a very good thing. Not for me however,
as ‘Cappo Fever’ was nearing it’s peak. I had to have that car.
Another e-mail, backed up with a text message said that I was prepared to make an
offer & subject to a satisfactory AA inspection I would have the car. Job done. You
get nothing without sticking your neck out a bit, I reassured myself.
Next morning I was opening my e-mail practically before I was opening my eyes.
There it was, the mail I was expecting….. “What ?? No, surely not, oh s*#t.” “Alan,
I can’t apologise enough. If only I’d checked my mail & text messages earlier, but
this chap phoned earlier today & is bringing his daughter up to see the Capp on
Saturday. Your offer was acceptable, but I got his message first. I’m really very
sorry, maybe his daughter won’t like the Capp. I’ll let you know after Saturday.” I
knew then that, whoever saw the car would buy it. Everything about it & the owner
was right. Call me illogical, call me irrational, but hey, it’s Cappuccinos we’re
talking here !
Sunday morning brought the news I was still hoping wouldn’t come. “Alan, I’m
very sorry, but the Red now has a new keeper….” I was very, very disappointed, but
not a bit surprised. Maybe the father & daughter from Derbyshire were illogical &
irrational also, but I suspect she got a very nice car that day.
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A Journey Into The Unknown...cont
One (Car) Door Closes & Another One Opens……..
It was from that point that any vestige of rational thought disappeared. I have always
been the impulsive one, with Julia always on hand to pull me in a bit if required, but
I don’t recall ever being so obsessed with something as I was with this Cappuccino
thing. Cars have always been a passion - I spend so much time fettling my own car
that one of the neighbour’s kids once asked, “Mummy, does that man live in his
garage ?” “Don’t be silly….” “…but he’s got a fridge & a kettle & a stereo & a
television &…..” I rest my case !
So, it was back to the drawing board, or website, whatever, anywhere where I might
find a car that was comparable to the one I’d so narrowly missed out on.
My luck was in. ‘Red Cappuccino, N reg., 23k miles, etc, etc. The price was a tad
on the high side for a private sale, but I could work on that a bit. Go! The clock was
running. Stuff the western world’s oil production, that will have to wait. So, off went
the e-mail to get a ‘feel’ for the owner. “It’s a lovely little car, but I’m getting a
company car now, so…..” (again, I don’t want to give details ). I think the young
lady was quite shocked when I said I'd make an offer on it, but after a bit of polite
haggling the deal was done, subject to an AA inspection & a final decision once I
was able to see it for myself. Julia had to know this time. “This is crazy,” she
logically commented. “Yep, great isn’t it ?!” said I, totally unhinged.
The AA man was duly dispatched to carry out his inspection. At nearly two hundred
pounds it drew a sharp intake of breath from my credit card, but it included a full
data check, extensive road test & an eight-page report. Extremely detailed, it
highlighted a number of problems but none that would deter me, provided all was
put right prior to my seeing the Capp. The remaining few days on the rig were spent
sorting out all the finer details, like insurance & how I was going to pay for all this.
The day finally came when I arrived home & I booked a taxi to take me to
Cambridgeshire the following morning to collect Julia’s new car. “What if it’s not
right ? What if there’s something……what if you don’t, well,……. LIKE IT !!??”
she fretted. “Everything will be fine. Everything on the AA report has been sorted
so there won’t be a problem,” I enthused, by now a totally hopeless case.

A Journey Into The Unknown...cont

Suzie
By Julie Davis/Robert Hughes

Next morning I was there, cover note in one hand, bank draft in the other. Early, so
had to kill time at a nearby café. Finally, I dared call at the house without fear of the
milk money being thrust into my hand. This is daft, I told myself. I’m…excited…….
There it was, it’s little red rump gleaming in the early morning sun.
It was brilliant !!!!! We exchanged details & all that kind of formal stuff, & she
showed me the invoice from Suzuki for the repairs completed a couple of days
earlier, as listed by the AA man’s report.
Ouch ! That report was worth every penny, as the brake master cylinder had to be
replaced, a partially seized handbrake freed up, plus several other bits, none of
which the young lady had been aware of. Then it was back to the car to remove the
roof, as I was determined I was going topless for the trip home.
“Do you want to take it for a test drive?” “No thanks, it’s fine", I replied.
Right until the end I was doing this car-buying thing all wrong, according to logic &
the gospel according to Quentin Wilson. In I got & drove back to Lincoln using as
many B roads as I could find. Anywhere as long as I was nowhere near the A1.
The ending? I had the time of my life in that little car. It has reaped nothing but
praise since it’s arrival at our house. All the sceptics have been well & truly
silenced. Julia is ecstatic & finally taking a car for a drive ‘just for the hell of it.’ I’m
only allowed to drive it occasionally, but relish the times when I can. Whenever I do
drive the Capp, usually only to give someone a ‘demo.’
“Be careful” Julia smiles as I leave the drive. ‘I daren’t be anything else my sweet,’ I
say to myself!
The Escort? Well, I’ve got to have something to go to B & Q in haven’t I ?
After all, these 3 series BMW’s just aren’t practical, are they !!!!!
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We saw our first Cappuccino while on holiday in Cyprus in 1995. We were sitting
outside a bar, gazing contentedly over a number of empty bottles of Keo, the local
brew, trying to think of a name for the new dog we were due to collect soon. A little
red sportscar zipped past and Julie said 'Wow! Did you see that? What is it?'
'Dunno', I said, not really having seen it clearly anyway.
Dog-naming having been satisfactorily resolved thanks to the beer bottles, we were
on our way back to the hotel when we saw the Cappuccino parked up at the side of
the road. Make and model duly established, a brief inspection confirmed that 'she'
was 'cute'.
Things didn't work out with Keo which, at least as far as Suzie is concerned, is
probably not such a bad thing as Keo is a Pyrenean Mountain Dog and, for those
unfamiliar with the breed is about the same size as a St Bernard. When we collected
her at 6 weeks old, the breeder saw the inside of the car and enthused 'Mmmmm,
leather, she'll enjoy that', and by the time she was six months old she could stand on
her hind legs, put her paws on your shoulders and look down at you.
Anyway, back to Suzie. At that time we still didn't expect to ever own one but,
passing a Suzuki dealer's showroom one day we called in for a reccy. They had a
new silver one on display and having sat in it, played with its roof, looked at the
engine etc., Julie started wanting one. We couldn't afford a new one but despite
leaving our details with the salesman in case they ever had a second hand one we
never received a call so that was that.
The years went by, we visited a few classic car shows and occasionally watched
Heartbeat on the telly. All this led to a vague plan to get a Hillman Imp to use
instead of Julie's fifth-consecutive, utterly-reliable, pennies-to-run but a bit boring
Fiesta during the summer months
while the Fiesta rested and vice versa
during the winter.
A visit to a specialist was a great
disappointment, his stock being of
poor
quality
and
seriously
overpriced.

Suzie...cont

Dutch Tulip Tour
By Marcel Spoelstra

We bought the Autotrader most weeks and searched diligently but to no avail. Then
one day, after another fruitless search for an Imp, we decided to see if there were
any Cappuccinos for sale. There were two adverts, one of which was from a trader
describing his car as being in showroom condition but with a price which we
thought was a bit high - but we can always get him down a bit, can't we? We rang
the dealer who confirmed the details in the ad and that although someone had seen
the Cappuccino and wanted to buy it, he had a 4x4 he had to sell first so the car was
still for sale. This was the Friday evening of a bank holiday weekend so we decided
to go and see the car (about 85 miles away) on the Monday morning.
However, that night we went 'on the net' to do our homework and it soon became
obvious that if this car was all he said it was we should be there first thing in the
morning - so we were.

Two years ago 6 Dutch Cappos crossed the channel to participate in the Brighton
London fun run 1999. As we all know this was a great success. To thank the
organisers I decided to organise an event based on the same idea, starting on the
beach and finish in our capital city. Unfortunately I had to postpone the event due to
personal circumstances. But last April I welcomed the Cappo owners who crossed
the Channel. The name of the event Dutch Tulip Tour (DTT) was inspired by the
ancient famous car rally called the tulip rally.
We arranged two meeting points Hook of Holland and the Belgium border. After
some mathematical calculation we decided to meet around 13:30 near the Belgium
border. A lunch was arranged in the Roadhouse restaurant, which made it possible to
meet the second group coming from Hook of Holland near Amsterdam later to visit
the flower garden.

Bright and early on the Saturday morning, we presented ourselves at the dealer's
premises, where he was busy talking to someone on the 'phone. 'We've come to see
the Cappuccino' we said to his colleague, explaining that we were the ones expected
on the following Monday. 'He's talking to someone about it now, and by the sounds
of it you might be too late' we were advised. 'But we're here, and he isn't' we argued.
'Fair enough', he said, 'it's over there'.
It was love at first sight! Suzie (although she wasn't Suzie yet) was every bit as good
as he had promised - 18,000 miles with full service history and hardly a mark
anywhere! Julie went for a test drive, and as soon as she got back the haggling
started - except that it didn't. By now the dealer had realised that he could have sold
half-a-dozen Cappuccinos for the price has was asking and he wasn't budging one
penny and no, he didn't want the Fiesta either. Yes, it was quite tidy but No, he
didn't want it.
So the deal was done, the money changed hands and we arranged to pick her up a
week later after the cheque had cleared. We were chatting away with the dealer
while we attended to the paperwork and I commented on the number of people
'hanging around' and the fact that the phone had hardly stopped ringing all the time
we had been there - looked like he was in for a bumper bank holiday weekend. 'Not
really', he replied, 'they're all after the Cappuccino!'
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The label in the middle denotes these flowers as being called Yokohama!

The Dutch Tulip Tour was extended with one day to recover from the trip. On
Saturday the ''foreigners'' visited the beautiful garden called Keukenhof and saw all
the types of tulips and many other flowers. Lucky we missed the flower parade,
which celebrates the opening of the flower season. Why lucky? In normal
circumstance it hard to keep all Cappos together but during a festival of thousands of
people and between a few hundred of coaches is even worse. All went well and
after this we had a meal in a road restaurant called La Place which is situated above
the A4 motorway.

Dutch Tulip Tour...cont

Dutch Tulip Tour...cont

Because of the flower festival it was not possible to book the whole group in the
same hotel. The group of Cappo guest were split in two groups. One group slept in
Zaandam and the other in Haarlem
Next Sunday the real Dutch Tulip Tour started. The meeting point was Tyn's
beachclub on the beach. It was a lovely view to see so many cappos parked in cue.
At that time 3 Dutch Cappo drivers joined the group. Sharp as always Alex noticed
that they were not SCORE members and welcomed them with a froth card.

The second stage was a trip to Edam. As promised the road I choose were made for
the Cappos. This means narrow!! During this part the foreigners could see an other
typical Dutch landscape element called dykes. Some of the Cappo drivers were so
fascinated by this craftship that they found
a short cut driving over a dyke in Zuid
Oost Beemster which was not according to
the instructions. During the trip I choose
some strategic hidden checkpoints to make
sure everyone followed the right route..
Big brother was watching you!.
The finish was in Edam where we started
the third part.
Till now all participants navigated
themselves to the finish. It would not be a
wise idea to do this in a city such as
Amsterdam. So we drove in convoy to
Amsterdam. First we visited the new canal islands built in the old industrial
harbours. After this we followed the river IJ and entered the ancient city by the
Prinsengracht (Prins's canal).

The trip was divided in three stages. The first went from Zantvoort to the Zaanse
Schans. Normally this takes only 20 minutes driving but I set out a route through the
most expensive village of Holland Bloemendaal, Dunes and polder landscapes. Of
course a ferry crossing did take part also. The Zaanse Schans is a small original
Dutch village. Here could the participants see how cheese is made and watch several
types of windmills.

We stopped in front of the Anna Frank house where we made a memorial photo.
After a small delay we then passed the Vondelpark, Van Gogh museum,
Rijksmuseum, the ZOO.
After almost 100 km the
Cappo drivers stepped out
of the Cappos into a
luxury canalboat.
This boat followed almost
the same route we drove.
This made the route even
more
unforgettable
because of the captain
who told memorable
stories during the trip.
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Dutch Tulip Tour...cont

Letter from Japan
By Taisuke - Tokyo

The trip finally ended in a typical small Dutch restaurant 't Begijntje where we had
the prize ceremony. All participants received a book and a photo, which were
secretly made and developed at the Zaanse Schans.

The SCORE internet site, by its very nature gets exposure world-wide, yet mainly
due to the language barrier, we don't get many postings from the birth place of our
car, Japan.

The first prize went to Paul & Wendy Booth winning two Dutch T-shirts.
The last Sally & Peter Keynes winning an arcade race game of Amsterdam, which
helps them to practise for next time.

A discussion had started with regards to scuttle shake, this is the movement a car
without a roof makes, normally a lot worse on cars that have been designed with a
roof and chopped later to make another model in the range.

I would thank you all, for making this event a big success. And in particular Ivo
Kroone reporter of Dutch internet car magazine www.autozine.nl who shot
megabytes of photos!!!

We're quite lucky in that the Cappuccino was designed to be topless and as such
comes with big beefy sills, more can be done though and people wondered if a bar
across the top of the seatbelt posts would help.
Endeavouring to help we received a message and pictures from afar...
Dear Cappuccino friends,
You both requested me to send pictures about my own making parts.
Here I send you, And I want to ask some questions?
How thick? Maybe 1.5-2.0mm and about 1mm plastic coating extra bolt or screw?
No, I only fit it by original seatbelt screws just fasten by them.
In my picture, I hope you can understand my work. I cut that steel pipe only 5-7 cm
from both side and its length is 102 cm. And it is easy to cut by the saw for steel
cutting.
If you need more information, please tell me! Taisuke
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Score Event “Cappo’s meet Big Willy (the Bard)
By Cathy Renshaw
Well my first event went well with 5 Cappo’s gracing Rugby with their owners.
We met at Tescos, the first to arrive being the usual suspects, Clive and Yvonne then
Anne and Bjarne followed by George and Sandra all red Cappos. A silver clad
Graham was persuaded by a phone call begging him to bring his camera which he
duly obliged.
We all headed for the cafe for a brief coffee morning break and when all the
chocolate muffins and bacon butties were devoured we headed out in convoy.
On our travels a nice policeman decided to see how accurate our speedo’s were.
I’m pleased to say they were all spot on!
Our first stop was Edge Hill, a nice little pub in the country. We all piled into the
car park and got the best parking spaces. A local warned us the Morris Minors were
going to invade the pub later, so we all took heed of this and decided to go to the
next planned stop. (We didn't want to steal the lime light from the Morris Minors)
Taking advantage of the weather we all left topless.
Warwick Castle, car park FULL, never mind next venue, Stratford upon Avon, well
I had this wonderfully planned route lots
of posing to be done. Well every one
knows all well planned routes have flaws.
It was St. George’s Day, and
Shakespeare’s birthday, so it was a free
for all. We all drove round the streets and
even stole the lime light from a Ferrari
who decided he would join our convoy
briefly.
The pub: our final stop. Parking spaces
were limited so it was the usual 2
Cappo’s in one space.
Before the food, we all marked the
treasure hunt. Some how I managed to
get a question wrong and I had written it!
The winners were Anne and Bjarne
Anderson
A good day had by all and I look forward
to my next event.
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LONDON
STAINLESS
STEEL
EXHAUSTS
London Stainless Steel Exhausts are pleased
to announce a continuation of their

20% discount
on all new exhaust systems to

SCORE MEMBERS
Each exhaust unit comes with a 25-year warranty
Produced to Suzuki’s original blue print dimensions
Offer strictly available to SCORE members only,
on the production of a current 2001 membership card
and quoting the membership number

Call Paul Goddard on 020 7622 2120
or email info@quicksilverexhausts.com
Visit our site on www.quicksilverexhausts.com

Annual Brighton Fun Run - Sponsored by Brighton Suzuki

The 5th Annual Brighton Fun Run...cont

by Alex Clouter
Helped by new Kent and Sussex Rep, Katy Dobson and her husband Mark,
this year's National Fun Run took a few weeks of planning. We were very
much focused on this year's event to be "something different" than previous
ones as it was the 5th Anniversary Fun Run.

Sunday morning and the three of us had to make a last minute change to
one of the Treasure Hunt questions as the car which had been planned to be
used in a garage had been sold. So we were busy going through the 40
questionnaires at 7.30am ensuring that a new question was manually put in.

We had planned a three stage event but circumstances beyond our control
changed this to something else, as all will be revealed.

The Cappuccino's began
arriving
from
8.30am,
gradually filling up the car
park by the side of Telscombe
Tavern. Roy Beaney and his
staff were busy serving
refreshments for everyone,
opening up early just for us.
By 9.30am there were 34
Cappuccino's all lined up
ready for the Fun Run. As
always people were keen to
take photos of so many being
together. Interestingly enough
we were very fortunate to
have colours other than the
normal red and silver: black,
dark blue and champagne
gold.

The fun and frolics started on the Saturday night, meeting at the Telscombe
Tavern, just outside Rottingdean. There were around 10 Cappuccino's including our intrepid mad Dutchman Marcel with his friend Irene Nooren ready to paint the city of Brighton red and silver.
We drove in convoy and had a good run along on the coast road to Brighton
Pavilion.
Panic soon set in as we arrived at our planned parking place to find a locked
barrier stretching across the entrance - this NCP car park had always been
open for Saturday nights but not this Saturday!
Relying on the local knowledge of Mark's, it was follow the leader again to
find another one within reasonable distance of our restaurant, Ha-ha.
I sped off to the restaurant advising them of us being late, then with the help
of Cathy, who was with me, and a mobile phone we were at last directed to
the other NCP to meet up with everyone else.
Hunger and thirst were soon fulfilled, with most of us getting to know each
other, with plenty of familiar faces getting to know the newer ones. After the
meal, the general consensus was that we should visit the sea front and walk
the famous pier. The childish element soon crept into all of us, jumping onto
the various rides. Time slipped by quickly as we had to be back at the NCP
before the witching hour of midnight, when it was going to be locked up and
that was the last thing we wanted, with our cars stuck inside!
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The planned 9.45am start however, did not happen. A commotion was going
on opposite the tavern, causing traffic chaos: a woman was randomly
throwing things - crockery, glassware, bottles, etc. - at vehicles as they were
driving past her apartment balcony. Some cars' side windows had been hit,
and immediately pulled over. Other vehicles were taking their chances,
driving to avoid the mess on the road. The police were called and traffic was
almost brought to a halt. All the Cappuccino's were safe and far away from
this; we were still in the car park. Police back-up arrived as well as a dog van
and a doctor. It was gone 11am by the time it was all over.

The 5th Annual Brighton Fun Run...cont

The 5th Annual Brighton Fun Run...cont

We were forced to abandon the planned country route with the treasure hunt
questions and drew up an alternative more direct journey to the first venue,
Brooklands. Everybody was briefed on the new plans and I guess it was
appropriate as I was standing on a table that my scar from a broken leg
injury last year had its first public showing! Then it was back to our cars, with
me at the front and Katy/ Mark Dobson at the rear, ready to start on a rather
different Fun Run. The police were good enough to stop all the traffic on the
main A259 road, to enable us all to leave the car park, driving together. So
we left in great style!

45 minutes later and we were at Brooklands, with the main paddock opened
up especially for us to park in. Formation parking was called for to show our
cars off, for the best. It was free time to wander around the museum and its
grounds, with lots to see: vintage sports cars, racing bikes, workshops, old
and contemporary aircraft. It was also good for getting to know each other
more.

We managed to stay very much together on the 30-mile journey, causing
lots of heads to look and look again at the long line of Cappuccino's. We
found the odd person or two actually counting us as we passed them by. All
the tops were off to take full advantage of the excellent weather. Matthew
Alexander took the initiative by gaining control of the main roundabout,
getting onto the M23 (and gaining a few tooted horns) to ensure that again
we kept altogether - Thanks!

Then we headed for the disused race circuit, albeit one section that can be
driven on. The long line of 34 of us coursing up and down the track before I
began the next parking challenge: forming a figure 5 formation, in celebration
of the 5th Annual Fun Run and more importantly SCORE's 5th Birthday
celebrations in October, later this year.
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The 5th Annual Brighton Fun Run...cont

The 5th Annual Brighton Fun Run...cont

A tall bridge spans across the circuit; it was up to Dave's brother Mark
Benson to do the official photographs so up he climbed to do the honours,
alongside Mark Dobson who is putting together an ongoing image CD of all
SCORE events for the club.
Incredibly we managed to use all the cars to form the 5!

From Brooklands, we sorted out those people who needed to fuel up before
our next stopping point. Jonathan Stones, the furthest away UK member to
come to Brighton, was the leader of this 6 pack of cars. He rang me on his
mobile to say that everyone was tanked up (with petrol not booze!) and
ready, so that when we passed the station, his smaller convoy could slip into
the long line of Cappuccino's following me. This kept all of us together.
Our final resting point was at Tu Tu l'Auberge, a French restaurant in a
country residence at South Godstone. We parked up on their gravel
driveway. In a section of their garden tea, coffee, cake and biscuits were
served, giving everyone the chance for even more socialising. It was a
restful break for Katy, Mark and myself as well.

The 5th Annual Brighton Fun Run...cont
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The 5th Annual Brighton Fun Run...cont
Then a "Know your Cappuccino" contest: everybody was given a quiz sheet
and as the cars were parked elsewhere, they had to answer as many
questions as possible without going back to them.

Mark and Katy
take a welldeserved
break and a
cup tea!

So in reverse order:
1.Winner of the wooden spoon was Vivienne and Andrew Milne
2.3rd prize went to Andrew and Mark Benson in equal place with 28 points
(conspiring, eh?)
3.2nd prize went to Don Littlemore (one of our "vintage" SCORE members)
and his wife, Cheryl, with 30 points
4.The special 5th Anniversary Trophy went to Rachel and Phil Smith, their first time
at a SCORE event as they joined up in December last year.
We did not quite make the London bit of our journey, but nevertheless everyone had
a good time on all counts. As Joanne Atkin put it, " I read about the event on the
Internet and having just bought my car I wanted to join SCORE and take part in the
fun run. If it had not been for that mad woman throwing stuff around, delaying the
start of the run, I would have missed out on a real treat!"
Our special thanks to Brighton Suzuki who helped make this event happen with their
kind sponsorship of £200. It was unfortunate that we had to abandon our planned
route, which would have taken everyone past their sister showroom in Worthing.

Some of the basic but intriguing questions were asked:
-How many tails are there on the turbo charge indicator light?
-Can the head restraints be adjusted for height?
-What is the maximum fuel tank capacity?
-How many times does the Suzuki "S" logo, appear on and in the car?
We had an amusing time marking the answer sheets, a little worried by
some people who did not know the exact engine size and the number of
glass panels on the car.
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Both the Brighton and Worthing outlets are Suzuki SCORE Dealers so you can go
there to enjoy your special SCORE savings as well as be treated to the staff's care
and attention in looking after you. Address and contact details of either showrooms
can be found in the SCORE Dealer List in this magazine.
Our thanks and appreciation also go towards Roy Beaney at The Telscombe Tavern
for opening up early specially to cater for us as well as Antoine Jalley at Tu Tu
l'Auberge for organising the afternoon teas and the parking area

The 5th Annual Brighton Fun Run...cont
Having fun at the Brighton Fun Run..

THE TELSCOMBE TAVERN
Public House
Fresh Food Restaurant - Family Accommodation
405 South Coast Road
Telscombe Cliffs
Peacehaven
E. Sussex BN10 7AD
Tel. 01273 584 674
Fax. 01273 579 650
www.telscombetavern.co.uk
Tu Tu L'Auberge
FINEST CUISINE AND CATERERS FOR
WEDDINGS AND CONFERENCES
A Period Country House Manor set in 14 acres of
gardens, lake and parkland.
Tilburstow Hill, South Godstone, Surrey RH9 8JY
Tel: 01342 893 184
Fax: 01342 893 435
Email: hr36@dial.pipex.com Patron: 01342 892318
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The 2001 Brighton to London Run
(or How to Have a Smashing Time in Brighton)
By Neil Shipman

SUZUKI ON THE SOUTH COAST
Long standing sponsors of the Annual Brighton - London Fun Run,
MAXMATT MOTOR GROUP have two Suzuki dealerships in
BRIGHTON and WORTHING

Just about to go out on the Run,
Down by the sea, near Brigh-ton,
When from the road, came a great crash,
As bottle followed plate, followed cup, followed glass.

Both are Suzuki SCORE Dealers offering the best in servicing for Cappuccino
owners living in the South.

In came two, four six eight coppers,
How on earth did they think they could stop her?
Then came the firemen, and the vans and the dogs,
Then a doctor and even riot squad.

Brighton Suzuki
Suzuki House
Preston Drove, Brighton, BN1 6LB

At last they went in and took her away,
And no more in the pub did we have to stay,
So on out of town by a different route,
With a wave, a flash, a smile and a toot.

01273 705090
Brighton@maxmatt.co.uk
www.maxmatt.co.uk

Worthing Suzuki
Suzuki House
Upper Brighton Road, Hillbarn,
Sompting, Worthing, BN15 0JQ
01903 755 246
Worthing@maxmatt.co.uk
www.maxmatt.co.uk

Whose was the baseball cap on the A26?
By now it's a flat hat and would no longer fit.

After sales contact:
Andy Willmont

After sales contact:
Anji Hersee

On then to Brooklands to one man's surprise,
With thirty-plus Cappos before his eyes,
He joined the club and stayed for some fun,
With a chat, a drink and bun in the sun.
Off to the circuit for a photo-shoot,
Parked up in a '5', they all looked so cute,
Some of the young'uns went a-racing,
Up and down, the're excitement tasting,
With their engines roaring and turbos dumping,
The're about as subtle as two rhinos humping (no offense!).
Then off down the road to Godstone, South,
To drink some tea and shove a cake in your mouth,
And finish with a quiz, with prizes galore,
But the winners how they did it, the're not really sure.
Into the evening we go our own ways,
But I'd just like to say,
Thank you all for a wonderful day.
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NEW ROAD FUND LICENCE HOLDERS
A new licence holder was designed last year for all SCORE members.
If your holder is looking the worse for wear and you need a new one all you need to
do is send a stamped addresses envelope, marked "RED" or "SILVER" in the top
left hand corner, and we will forward one to you.
Please send the SAE to:
SCORE Membership,
6 Blenheim Fields,
Riverside,
Forest Row,
East Sussex
RH18 5EW

It's a cover-up job!

Frothy-itus

By Chris Murray

By John Porter

I have had my Cappuccino for a few years now and was keen to give the car a little
more TLC by investing in a car cover.

After browsing the ‘messages site’, it appears I am one of those people that most
SCORE members seem to hate or mistrust.

I have seen Cover Systems regularly advertising in The Latest SCORE magazine
and after doing my own research, found that they were offering the best prices
around. More importantly Geoff Pedler - General Manager of Cover Systems
Limited - informed me that their cover had been specially designed for the Suzuki
Cappuccino. Others I had seen were really for "small hatchbacks and saloons".

Yes, I admit it, I work in the Motor Trade! All is not lost though, as I am NOT, and
never have been a SALESMAN!!!!

That convinced me to go for it and within a few weeks of my order, I received the
car cover, packed in its own carrier bag and with clear instructions on "how to cover
up". It was certainly time well spent reading the leaflet otherwise I would have gone
about it the wrong way!
There's a strap that goes underneath the car for added security and the all round
elastic gives an excellent all round grip.
My Cappuccino means a lot to me; I don't use it often and I feel very assured by the
protection the car cover gives whilst the Cappuccino is kept inside my garage. It's a
breeze to take off, once I got used to which "end" to handle first and rolls up
compactly to fit the carrier bag provided.
It's also interesting to see that the prices quoted this year have remained the same for
the last few years.
(From the Editor: check out the Cover Systems advertisement in this magazine: they
accept all major credit cards as well as cheques)

All my working life I have been involved with the repair and maintenance of motor
vehicles. My job has been messing with cars all day and since my teens my own car
has been a mode of transport, not something to pamper and polish. I have always
wanted my cars ‘right’ mechanically and it’s one of the curses of my profession that
I cannot ride in any vehicle without diagnosing faults as I travel, whether I want to
or not, if you see what I mean.
Therefore it is with some alarm that I find myself becoming an Autoglym and glass
cleaner junkie, all because of this little red disease called Cappo-itis-majoris!
I first became aware of the Cappuccino when searching for some technical
information in a data book. Reading the ‘spec’, I thought, that looks interesting
should like to MOT one of those to see what it’s like. I started browsing the ‘spec’
sheets of other small cars, but the Cappo for some reason seemed to draw me back.
Eventually I passed one on the M3, immediately realised what is was, slowed down,
let it pass and then spent the next couple of miles staring at it’s gorgeous rump.
Sorry, almost had a Homer drool coming on then just thinking about it! Sorry to the
lady, who was driving it, she must have been wondering what that prat in the Sierra
4x4 Estate was up to.
Now I had a problem, I wanted one!
Firstly it was going to difficult to get the wife out of the Sierra. No, she’s not that
BIG. The Sierra had been bought for its ‘performance’ (2.8V6, 4x4, air con, ABS
and all that jazz) and to carry our four dogs to agility events. ‘Selling’ the Cappo to
her was going to be easy, NOT! Secondly all my disposable income (beer and
cigarette money, birthday presents etc.) are sacrificed to my first love, flying.
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Frothy-itus....cont

Frothy-itus ....cont

After much skirting around the subject, I was rumbled surfing the message page on
the SCORE website. Some interest was shown, I was able to show pictures of the
car, explain what it was etc. Then I said the magic words, ‘Cheap tax as well of
course’.

It sits outside my workshop all day, rain or shine, and I really ought to buy some
more, because nearly all of my customers need to know, What is it? Can I sit in it?
Give me a ring when you are getting rid of it, I want it.

Two days later my wife dropped an Exchange and Mart on my desk with all the
Cappo entries circled! This IS progress. Top of the list, high mileage, good
condition and cheap. Chatted to the owner, turns out he ‘trades’ as a hobby.
Chatted to the servicing garage, all good news. Decided we had to go and ‘have a
look’. Haven’t even sat in or driven one yet! Rang the owner who said ‘if you are
that serious and coming that far I’ll knock £500 off to make it worth your while!’.
So, at 3pm on a Friday afternoon we left deepest Somerset heading for Brentford in
a Fiat Fiorino van, classy!
Arrived to find a little red jewel parked up. Wandered around it, wife sat in it and
declared it ‘surprisingly roomy’, so there was nothing left to do but the ROAD
TEST!
I have been in the Motor Trade for close to forty years. Driven all sorts, Astons to
Autobianchi, Relics to Rolls, new and VERY old, and I could take or leave them all,
BUT, the minute I drove this little drug, I had to have it.
Despite its 119,000 miles it was taut, responsive with a slight oily smell on overrun
from a weeping cam cover gasket. The rear discs were shot and the hand brake was
fitted for the ride and the exhaust manifold was leaking, but it was a little gem.
We did a deal and after seeing some of the messages on the website about ‘low’
Cappo prices, I am not saying what I paid for fear of being blamed for dragging
prices down. Needless to say I was pleased. This was also in mid June when open
cars are meant to sell for a premium.
New discs and pads on the rear, hand brake levers freed up, new exhaust manifold
and I have a fun machine to rival the best.
This little machine amazes me. The roof is a work of genius. Topless you can
travel at ridiculous speeds with the minimum of buffet, in fact, it’s almost as quiet as
with the roof on. It makes a perfect companion for my other hobby.
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Another business opportunity lost? I really can’t bring myself to be a Salesman!
Although, these little beauties, seem to sell themselves. Hmmm.
After six months of ownership the grin factor has not lessened, in fact smug grin
appears to be taking over. Several long trips have proved no problem to the Cappo
or my back, and the entry/exit manoeuvre seems to be getting better. The only down
side seems to be that Astra’s and Fiesta’s seem to have to pass at all costs, no
problem normally, in fact good fun, but, sometimes I do just want to cruise. It
seems that the wife now wants a silver one, so, I guess its back to the message
board. The biggest mystery to me is why are there so many Cappo’s advertised with
such low mileage? How on earth do people resist this drug? Why buy such a
machine and hide it away? It reminds me of when I first started work, I worked at a
Vauxhall franchise (you all remember those don’t you?). As a young apprentice a
lot of my time was spent PDIing new cars and fitting those awful clear plastic seat
covers to the upholstery! I never could understand the mentality of saving so hard to
buy the car of their dreams, and then sitting on those bloody awful squeaky, ill
fitting, hot as hell in the summer and bum freezers in the winter, seat covers. Just to
up the resale value a couple quid, for when they decided to sell instead of just
enjoying.
There’s nowt as queer as folk! The only people that seem to benefit were the
salesman, damn! There's that word again! But, it does leave some nice vehicles to
buy.
Anyhow, there’s snow on the
ground now, so I am just going
for a blast to see what Cappo
makes of this.
Hope to see you all at an event
soon.

Petrol Mayhem
By Anne Andersen
The weekend that the petrol crisis reared its ugly head, younger son Robin was
back-packing in OZ and I was living it up in London for 4 days, visiting the Dome
(thumbs down) and other sights with a National Trust Group.
On the Sunday morning news, I heard the news of the impending shortage, and rang
my husband Bjarne, to ask him to fill the Cap – after all, it’s still not that expensive
compared to his great big Rover! He laughed at my apprehension but agreed to do
so – and while parking nearby after filling it up he managed to hit a bollard, but I am
trying to forgive him as he paid for the bodywork repair!!

Rhyming Time
By Katie Lawrence
T’was a Saturday in September when we met together,
But it didn’t look good so we prayed for the weather.
T’was cold, windy and rainy and no sign of the sun
We weren’t bothered tho’ cos we’d met to have fun!
We met about eleven out side York at the station,

On the coach journey home on Monday evening, the poor driver had a job to get off
the motorway because of the traffic around the petrol pumps. He spotted a nervous
driver hesitantly approaching a space and shouted out of the window, ‘Go on, get a
move on, I could drive a tank through there!’. This gave us all a good laugh as we
already knew he had recently left the Coldstream Guards – driving tanks around!

And gathered in the car park, wow what an elation!

Robin arrived home the same evening, and on Tuesday he bought a car on condition
that they would let him have some petrol in it! When he collected it on he
Wednesday, they could only spare him £10 worth, which would not get him down to
Portsmouth to start his first job on Friday, and the rest of Stafford was dry! So poor
Bjarne was pressed into siphoning petrol out of the Cap to get Robin to work!!

We had hoped more than four would join in our fun,

I should add that I then needed to get petrol for myself, and put word round among
neighbours and friends that I was prepared to sell my body for a can full of petrol!!
Within 24 hours I had got 2 can full – but no one took up my offer – enough said, I
am very demoralised!!
As each ‘dry’ day went by, I tried not
to be smug about having urged Bjarne
to fill up, but failed miserably!! But
wasn’t it lovely all we Cap owners
could be so economical!! Bjarne even
drove it to work for a few days to
preserve his diesel for longer journeys.
I had to use my other car – my
pushbike!
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Now Knaresborough centre was our destination of the day
And together, four gleaming Cappa’s, sped on their way

But this was a taster of much better things to come!

Rhyming Time...cont
We gathered around and played a fast game of rounders
T’was nice to relax and have the Cappuccinos surround us!
We munched through our picnics as the rain held off
And the sun managed a glimmer, so the lids were off!!
The first stop was Mother Shiptons Cave in the rain
We then did the museum, but it all seemed quite tame!
After being told stories ‘bout demons, witches and ghosts
We headed for Conyngham to see who was scared most!
There was one silver and three red, all keeping in line,
As we weaved through the traffic, onlookers did pine!
With our head lights full blast and the wind in our hair,
We drove in our convoy and gathered many odd stares.
From people bored with their saloons, PC’s and estates,

Genuine Suzuki Cappuccino Accessories
Suzuki GB is continuing to make available a range of accessories directly from the
factory, despite the fact that Cappuccino production stopped in 1997.
They can be ordered from any Suzuki Dealer, although you will be able to get up to
10% discount if you go through a Suzuki SCORE Dealer - please refer to the listing
in this magazine or on www.score.org.uk.
All you need to do when using a SCORE Dealer for purchasing any of the following
accessories is show your 2001 membership card before you place the order.
The following genuine Suzuki accessories are available subject to dealer stock
availability:
Part Number
99000-99025-62M
99000-99004-915
99000-99004-W14
99000-99004-W15
99000-9900R-EO1
99001-82812
MCPMS
99000-STVC1

Accessory
Luggage shelf net
Stainless steel step guard set
Pair of front mudflaps - red
Pair of rear mudflaps - red
Luggage rack
Locking wheel nut set
Alpha Dot security system
Suzuki tyre valve cap set

Price (£ Sterling)
115.00
105.00
89.00
105.00
176.25
19.99
24.95
19.00

All prices quoted include VAT and are correct at time of going to press

Saw us happy and smiling from our Cappa soul mates!
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Know Your Vehicle Identification Number

Know Your Vehicle Identification Number ....cont

Taken from Issue 1, which is now available only as a photocopy via SCORE
Merchandise, here is an interesting piece on how the VIN is made up.

As most SCORE members know, Alex Clouter maintains the register database and
he has done a quick survey of the lowest ten chassis numbers on file:

First and foremost, always keep a separate record of your VIN to use with any
dealings you may have either with a dealer or Suzuki GB.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The VIN comprises of 17 characters, which have to be sorted into four distinct
groups to give specific meaning.
GROUP 1: first 3 characters - World Manufacturer Identifier
These relate to the main countries where Suzuki vehicles are produced for the UK
JSA
TSM
VSE

Suzuki Motor Corporation, Japan
Magyar Suzuki Corporation, Hungary
Santana Motor SA, Spain

GROUP 2: next 2 characters - Model Series
These relate to the different model ranges produced by Suzuki
EA
EC
EE
EG
ET

Swift
Alto
Cappuccino
Baleno
Vitara

GROUP 3: next 4 characters - Vehicle Identifier
These relate to the engine, door plan and body style
E11R

657cc (F6A type 1) engine 2 door convertible

There are a great number of codes for each type of Suzuki vehicle produced - a list
much too lengthy for this magazine!
GROUP 4: last 8 characters - Vehicle Chassis Number
This is the unique number relating to every single Cappuccino produced
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JSA EE A11R 00100005
JSA EE A11R 00100020
JSA EE A11R 00100028
JSA EE A11R 00100033
JSA EE A11R 00100038
JSA EE A11R 00100039
JSA EE A11R 00100041
JSA EE A11R 00100046
JSA EE A11R 00100052
JSA EE A11R 00100058

Edward Watts
Peter Kutnick
Nathalie Herve
Nicholas Bowyer
Victoria Pugh
Eddie Pattison
David Stanton
Steve Higgs
Paul Jephcote
Matthew Alexander

SCORE also has a member, Gordon Beton with an E21R type 2 Cappuccino, with
the later K6A Engine -.
If your name is mentioned above and would like to write about your car, how
regularly you use it, etc. for the next magazine, please send your article/ photo to
Dave Benson, SCORE Editor (contact details on page 1).

SCORE Merchandise
Press Brochure

£ 3.00

A4 Size 8 page brochure

Product Brochure

£ 3.00

Large 30 x 42 cm 12 page brochure

Glove Box Wallet

£ 7.10

The 25 x 17 cm Red Wallet to hold your Owners Manual

Small Cappuccino Gift Box

£ 0.50

Red 7 x 7 x 3.5 cm

Small Cappuccino Gift Bag

£ 0.50

Red 16 x 8.5 cm Flat

Original Specification Sheet

£ 0.50

Technical Data Sheet

3 Page Advertisement Pack

£ 1.00

Full-Page newspaper photocopy showing Cappuccino ad.

SCORE Photocard

£ 0.50

Hi-Gloss SCORE/Cappuccino Photocard

3 Card Set - Original Promotional Pack

£ 1.50

Cappuccino Red (STYLE), Silver(HI-TECH), Red (FUN)

Clarion Sound System Offer
When the Cappuccino was released Clarion produced a range of accessories
especially for the car, these included tweeters that fit into the grilled upper area of
the dashboard.
We are therefore pleased to offer a very special promotion on these Clarion tweeters,
to enhance your sound system in your car.
We have been able to purchase a limited number of tweeter sets from Clarion GB,
and these are available to SCORE members at a special price of £5 per pair.
To place your order, all you need to do is write to Kerry Brown, SCORE
Merchandise, and enclose a cheque payable to SCORE.
SCORE Merchandise, 41 Bradenham Road, West Wycombe, HP14 4EY
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SCORE Sweatshirt - limited amounts
Red with Silver Logo, Silver with Red Logo - Sizes S, M, L,XL
Cappuccino Golf Umbrella –
Large Red Umbrella with Cappuccino Logo
Back Issues of the Latest SCORE - specify issue number

£10.00
£24.00
£ 2.50

Limited Quantities - please check before ordering

Cappuccino Pewter Model - Limited to one per member

£30.00

Quality Boxed Pewter Model with removable top

Showroom Wall Poster 60 x 84 cm glossy red Cappuccino poster

£ 1.50

Prices include Post and Packaging to UK Mainland addresses; please contact for
overseas orders

All Cheques Payable to SCORE
SCORE Merchandise, 41 Bradenham Road,
West Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP14 4EY
cappuccino@totalise.co.uk

+44 (0)1494 565385

Notification Of Change In Circumstance

SCORE Subscription Renewals

To ensure that you get your magazine quickly, and to keep the SCORE database as
up to the minute as possible, we would appreciate if you could advise us of any
change in your circumstance:

We work on a rolling 12-month subscription renewal basis. This means that we will
alert SCORE Members during the final month of their current membership and
allow another 4 weeks for the payment to be made, in order to continue the
membership.

It could be any of the following:
Surname
Telephone Number

Home address
Email Address

At the end of the 4-week notice period to pay, if subscriptions have not been paid, a
final reminder will be sent. If payment has not been received by the end of this
shorter notice, the member's details will be removed from the "active" SCORE
database.

We do realise that SCORE would be low down in the "contacts" list when planning
who should be advised of the planned house move or indeed a change in personal
circumstance like a marriage, new partner, etc. Your help in considering us would,
of course, be appreciated.

We all lead busy lives - in our workplace, families, leisure pursuits and hobbies. We
all get "demands" of some sort to pay for things on a regular basis and one either
pays promptly or last minute.

Even if you have replaced your Cappuccino with another one - and quite a few
SCORE members have - again please advise us details of your newer model to keep
the Register up to-date:

We are allowing for two opportunities to renew membership subscriptions for
everyone and, as you can appreciate, we have to have a final cut-off point with good
reason.

Chassis Number

Colour

Registration Number

If you have sold the Cappuccino on, again please let us know; we will await the new
owner to make contact with us. The new Data Protection Act does not allow us to
respond to any named individual from a SCORE member without their (i.e. the
nominated person's) written approval.
We do not consider it necessary to devise a special form for notifying us of any
changes; just drop us a line or two about the change and we will take care of the rest.
Some SCORE members prefer to do it this way, as we have received very
informative letters about how they are getting on personally and about their
Cappuccino.

Announcing the winner of Whizz Kidz Prize Charity Draw
Collecting over £50 from the entries to win an exclusive set of Cappuccino engraved
glasses, we are pleased to announce that Madeline Brown's name was pulled out the
hat.
Well done to Madeline who can now boast to have the one and only set of six
stylised glasses each one engraved with a side profile of the Suzuki Cappuccino
sports car and the SCORE logo.
We would not recommend drinking a hot Cappuccino drink from them but there's
every excuse to partake in an alcoholic beverage or two, to wind down after an
exhilarating topless drive.
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Suzuki Cappuccino Road Test Reports
Want to know what Top Gear said about the Cappuccino?
How does the Cappuccino compare with the Honda Beat?
What is the 0-60 mph acceleration?
All these questions and more can be answered from the SCORE Press Service,
offering members a comprehensive listing of road test reports on the Cappuccino,
from national newspapers and automobile magazines as well as other news titles
Prices range from 50p to £2 depending on the size/ colour of the report.
Here is a selection of some road test reports available:
Auto Express, March 1994
2 page colour
£1.00
Autocar, January 1994
6 page colour
£1.50
Performance Car, May 1994
8 page mono
£1.50
Top Gear, November 1994
8 page colour
£2.00
Car, September 1994
4 page colour
£1.25
Mail On Sunday, May 1994
1 page mono
£0.50
Sunday Times, January 1993
2 page colour
£1.00
Country Life, February 1994
1 page mono
£0.50
Car Week, December 1992
4 page colour
£1.25
Daily Express, November 1993
1 page mono
£0.50
Complete Car, September 1994
8 page colour
£2.00
Daily Telegraph, October 1993
1 page colour
£0.50
What Car, February 1994
1 page mono
£0.50
Car Conversions, March 1993
4 page colour
£1.25
Performance & Style, Jan 1995
1 page colour
£0.50
There are over 50 reports available from the SCORE Press Service, all reproduced
with the approval of each media group.
To obtain a complete list, please send a self addressed stamped envelope to:
SCORE Press Service, 6 Blenheim Fields, Riverside
Forest Row, East Sussex RH18 5EW

CALLING ALL OVERSEAS SCORE MEMBERS!
This is to advise all overseas SCORE members that we will be unable to accept
eurocheques as a means of payment for merchandise, the press service or
subscription renewals.
UK banks no longer accept these for either encashment or as a guaranteed method of
payment. Furthermore eurocheques will be gradually phased out during the course
of this year.
Any received will have to be returned with the request to pay directly into the
SCORE bank account or use an alternative means.
The Steering Group is looking at credit card payments and all members will be
advised of the final outcome as soon as possible. There is a monthly fee of £15 plus
up to 5% of the value of each transaction by offering this credit card service so we
have to carefully consider all the cost implications that such a decision would entail.
Whatever the conclusion we will ensure the most efficient means for members to
subscribe and purchase from SCORE.

MERCHANDISE
Orders are by post only, as we do not have the facilities for credit card orders as yet.
To: - SCORE Merchandise, 41 Bradenham Road,
West Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP14 4EY
SCORE Cheques
A reminder from our treasurer that all cheques should be made out to SCORE and
for overseas members we can only accept payment in Pounds Sterling only.
Our bank can get a little funny if the cheque is slightly incorrect i.e. SCORE
membership etc.
Thanks!
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Our current regional organisation shows eleven areas across the UK from where we
are able to administer an effective coverage of local meetings. We also have other
countries across Europe and further overseas where we also have SCORE members.

Region 1
JAMES HOLLAND - 01202 577 210
Covering: Hampshire, Dorset, Bristol, Wiltshire, Somerset, Devon, Cornwall, Isle of
Wight

The regional reps work voluntarily in their own way of organising meetings and
events, so it is important that all SCORE members make contact with their local rep
to find out what is going on.
SCORE does make some financial contribution to help with specific mailings the
reg rep would like to do within their region, but contact has to be two way.
Please make the effort of keeping in regular contact with your reg rep: exchange
email addresses if you are on the Internet. Also keep your eye out on the SCORE
web site - either the events page or the message board - for events going on outside
your area which you may be interested in attending.
If you live in an area where there is no reg rep and you feel that you would like to
rise to the challenge in organising a few events during the course of the year (say 2 3) then make contact with Alex Clouter either by phone (01342 823 951) or by
email (alex@score.org.uk) to register your interest

News Update
It's goodbye to Chris Morris who has served the Yorkshire/ Derbyshire region for
some time; his working life has taken him away from the area and further down
south. Chris has done a brilliant job with successful meetings and getting mentioned
in the local press (all good news of course!). Thank you for your valuable support
and it's good that you will remain a SCORE member.
At the same time it's hello to Katie Lawrence who has volunteered to look after a
larger Northern region. Katie lives in Sheffield, South Yorkshire and owns a red
Cappuccino. Without any hesitation she wrote "yes" against becoming a reg rep o
the SCORE application form when she joined up in May this year. Someone had put
a froth card under her windscreen wiper and that was her first time she got to know
about SCORE. It was a pity that the SCORE person had not written their name and
membership number on the reverse of the froth card as he/she could have won a
special prize as a result of Katie signing up!
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Region 2
KATY DOBSON - 01825 762 048
Covering: West and East Sussex, Kent
Region 3
DANY GAGNON - 020 8351 4965
Covering: Greater London, Surrey, Berkshire, Middlesex
Region 4
DON LITTLEMORE - 01708 749 152
Covering: Essex, Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire
Region 5
VACANT POSITION
Covering: Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk
Region 6
CATHY RENSHAW - 01788 846 130
Covering: Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire, West
Midlands
Region 7
VICKI PUGH - 01792 469 932
Covering: Gloucestershire, Hereford & Worcestershire, Shropshire, Wales
Region 8
GEORGE BARNETT - 01530 223 360
Covering: Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Rutland
Region 9
KEVIN HYDE - 01946 67420
Covering: Cheshire, Cumbria, Lancashire, Greater Manchester

Regional Organisation....cont
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Region 10
TONY COWAN - 0191 386 4306
Covering: Derbyshire, Durham, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear, Yorkshire

Region 50
ALEX CLOUTER - +44 1342 82 39 51
Covering: other overseas SCORE members

Region 11
PAUL SHABBIR - 01506 885 296

Our current regional organisation shows twelve areas across the UK from where we
are able to administer an effective coverage of local meetings. We also have other
countries across Europe and further overseas where we also have groups of SCORE
members.

Covering: Scotland
Region 12
CHARLOTTE HOWARD - + 35 31 660 6280
Covering: Ireland, Northern Ireland
Region 14
POL WATINE-GUIU - +33 40 52 11 12
Covering: France
Region 15
HELENE MISSIN - +32 89 35 97 77
Covering: Belgium
Region 16
VACANT POSITION
Covering: Italy
Region17
RONALD SCHNEIDER - +49 221 934 8509
Covering: Germany
Region 18
MARCEL SPOELSTRA - +31 204 82 26 01
Covering: Holland
Region 25
MARK SHANE - +61 29 41 69 681
Covering: Australia, New Zealand
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What does the SCORE Regional Rep do?
Like the SCORE Steering Group, the "work" of the SCORE Regional Rep is purely
voluntary.
In their own way each Regional Rep is responsible for organising a few local
meetings/ events during the course of the year. These activities are over and above
the three main "national" events organised by the SCORE Events Secretary
(Brighton - London, National Rally and the Japanese Shows).
The SCORE Membership Secretary will provide regular label lists of SCORE
members to each SCORE Regional Rep, enabling him/ her to send out more details
of local meetings/ events. SCORE will pay for any postage and stationery costs
involved with such mailings.
In this way, there should be something for every SCORE member subject of course
to the availability of a SCORE Regional Rep.
Please make the effort of keeping in regular contact with the SCORE Regional Rep
Team, either in your region or indeed outside.
At some stage you will be planning a trip somewhere further afield with your
Cappuccino and may want to find out what is going on, say in Scotland. Make that
call to the relevant SCORE Regional Rep!
Also keep your eye out on the SCORE web site - either the events page or the
message board - for events going on around the UK and overseas.

Do you live in an area where there is a vacancy for a SCORE Regional Rep?
Do you feel that you would like to rise to the challenge in organising a 2 - 3 events
during the course of the year?
Make contact with Alex Clouter either by phone (01342 823 951) or by email
(alex@score.org.uk) for further details about the region, a member directory and a
few label lists for mailings. Your name and contact details will then appear in the
next issue of the magazine as well as on the website and in the SCORE pack issued
to new members when they join.

TAKE COVER! Car Covers by Cover Systems
All our covers have two protected front door zips and supplied with a carrying bag.
The Outdoor Cover:
Polyester woven textile with anti-U.V.
treatment, lightweight, smooth, high water
resistance, breathable, elasticated all round
hem, with under body anti-theft straps.

Price: £89.00

Top Tech Tip - Handbrake

The Indoor Cover:

By Murray Betts

Dust proofed, nylon textile, breathable,
elasticated both ends.

It's essential to slacken off the cable fully to get the rear calipers to self-adjust
properly. The handbrake uses a helical pushrod through the back of the caliper to
push the piston out, and the self-adjustment uses the helical rod and handbrake "off"
position as the reference.

Tel 01933 410851 Fax 01933 411851
Cover Systems, 49 Grove Road
Rushden, Northants, NN10 0YD
Cheques payable to Cover Systems
All prices include VAT and UK delivery.

Undo the hand lever gaiter (popper and velcro) and peel back; loosen off the M6
nyloc nut fully (but don't remove it), operate the lever a few times and check the
caliper levers go right back to their stops (maybe need to clean/lubricate).
Operate the FOOTBRAKE a few times to get the calipers to self adjust, moving the
car back and forth may help. Then take up the slack in the cable until the caliper
levers JUST lift off their stops; more adjustment simply reduces the available travel,
to the point where the endstops are reached before the pads reach the disc, thus no
handbrake.
If new pads are fitted, the pistons should be reset fully back into the calipers by
rotating them so they "screw" back down the helical rod, then go through the above
procedure.

Price: £63.00

Suzuki SCORE Dealers
All of the following Suzuki Dealers have formally signed an agreement to recognise
SCORE and offer a 10% discount to members on parts, accessories and servicing.
It is important that you present your current SCORE membership card before you
book your car in, just to ensure that they are clear about the arrangement.
Please ensure that you make contact directly with the Dealer Principal/ General
Manager if you do not get the 10% discount.
SCORE has conducted a few mailings to Suzuki dealers, encouraging them to
support the Register. If your local dealer is keen to be more involved, please call
01342 823 951 or membership@score.org.uk and additional information will be
forwarded on.
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Suzuki SCORE Dealers

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

STAFFORDSHIRE
Randles (Garages) Ltd

Braylake Cars

DGL Garages

32 Aylesbury Street, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, MK2 2BD
After sales contact: Richard Portway
01908 647 111
www.braylake.co.uk
braylake1@aol.com

SUSSEX (East/ West)
Brighton Suzuki

Littleworth Road, High Wycombe, HP13 5XE
After sales contact: Simon Essery
01494 535 811/ 01494 451 884
www.dglgarages.co.uk
dglsuzuki@btinternet.com

Berechurch Road, Colchester, CO2 7QB
After sales contacts: Kate Abbott/ Paul Bone
01206 544 233/ 01206 579 579
www.levois.co.uk
info@levois.co.uk

Ansty Cross, Ansty, Haywards Heath, RH17 5AG
After sales contact: Neil Cooper
01444 452 621
www.cmw.co.uk
sales@cmw.co.uk

Worthing Suzuki

Upper Brighton Road, Sompting, BN15 0JQ
After sales contact: Anji Hersee
01903 755 246
www.maxmatt.co.uk
worthing@maxmatt.co.uk

LINCOLNSHIRE
S. Cropley & Co. Ltd
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Frithbank, Boston, PE22 7BD
After sales contact: Kevin Fairweather
01205 362 230
www.cropley-motors.co.uk
sales@cropley-motors.co.uk

Preston Drove, Brighton, BN1 6LB
After sales contact: Andy Willmont
01273 705 090
www.maxmatt.co.uk
brighton@maxmatt.co.uk

CMW Automobiles Ltd
ESSEX
Levoi's Limited

Keele Road, Newcastle under Lyme, ST5 2HN
After sales contact: Paul Wilkinson
01782 717170
www.randlesgarages.co.uk
randlesgarages@hotmail.com

WEST MIDLANDS
Colmore 2000

1163 Chester Road, Birmingham, B24 0QY
After sales contact: Harry Jethwa
0121 377 8169

Suzuki SCORE Dealers
WILTSHIRE
Pebley Beach

YORKSHIRE
Colin Appleyard

1-3 Moormead, Swindon, SN4 9BS
After sales contact: Wendy Clark/ Steve Lawro
01793 812 235
www.pebley.co.uk
post@pebley.co.uk
Lockwood Road, Huddersfield, HD1 3PA
After sales contact: Peter Reynolds
01484 514 954
www.colinappleyard.co.uk/cars
huddcars@colinappleyard.co.uk
Halifax Road, Keighley, BD21 1AH
After sales contact: Aziz Ahmed
01535 606 321
www.colinappleyard.co.uk/cars
keighcars@colinappleyard.co.uk

Zygmunt Curry

Glen Garage, 12 Hawthorne Grove, York, YO3 7XZ
After sales contact: Ian Bell
01904 425 800
www.glengarage.co.uk
glengaragesuzuki@aol.com

STRATHCLYDE
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Please keep on sending the SCORE Editor as many different stories and pictures about you and your
Cappuccino - amusing trips, experiences, a special weekend break: anything you feel you would like to
share with the rest of us (in the best possible taste of course!).
No item is too small and certainly no item too big! What you put into SCORE is really what you get out
of it.

Communications and Events

Colin Appleyard

Gael Suzuki

The Latest SCORE Magazine

Opinions and comments expressed in the magazine and on the website are those of individuals and not
necessarily agreed/ endorsed by SCORE Steering Group/ Regional Reps or Suzuki GB PLC.
Whilst every care is taken in the content, comments, advice and guidance offered by SCORE in the
magazine and on the website, no responsibility will be accepted for any loss or injury deemed to be
associated.
Members participating at events organised through SCORE do so at their own risk and are encouraged to
act and drive safely and sensibly at all times through the briefing documents supplied by the SCORE
Organiser. By completing a booking form to participate, the member agrees to the above condition and
therefore cannot make a claim against SCORE.

Data Protection
Your details, as supplied on the original application form, are held on the SCORE Central Database and
will not be supplied to a third party outside of SCORE. From time to time, your name, address and home
phone will be given to a SCORE Regional Rep in order that he/she can advise on local SCORE events
being organised. If you have an objection to this, you need to write to the SCORE Membership Secretary.

The Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
49 Main Road, Crookedholm, Kilmarnock, KA3 6JT
After sales contact: Michael Keenan
01563 537 116
gaelmotorcompany@hotmail.com

SCORE is officially recognised by Suzuki GB PLC. We are a private organisation run by its members for
its members.

If you should have any doubt about any particular aspect, please contact any
member of the SCORE Steering Group and, if necessary, seek professional advice.

